
'and RUSSELLMENTA·BY LOWRY 

X the Swiss Centre put it in a letter just received, "Der 
. Friihling ist da ... die Sonne ist da ... unsere Sportsaison 

. kann folglich beginnen", which might mean in a mixture of 
Chaucer and Stanley Holloway, " Sumer is ycumen in. Let t'battle 
commence". 

So, as our Swiss friends say, the sporting season can begin forth
with. They themselves will be giving it a worthy send-off with a 
Slalom over a two-mile course. Shortly after that they have an 
Orientierungs/ahrt, and for mid-June they have a Schnitzelsuche, 
which, I think, must be some sort of a paper-chase. This event may 
be run by day or by night, and in the .latter case they will be using 
ScotchUte-Schnitzel. This one defeats even the most erudite Scottish 
branch of the Lowry family, unless by a strange Swiss-Aberdonian 
analogy it means moonlight! There, anyhow, we have a fair sample 
of the activities being planned in all M.G. Centres for the entertain
ment of members during the next month or two. So, if you have 
been hibernating, now is the time to emerge and, whether as a specta
tor or as a marshal or helper, to take part in the club activities. 

At the other end of the world the New South Wales Centre is, I 
suppose, on the edge of its winter season. This has been greeted 
by the Annual Ball, for which the President's wife, Mrs. Lee James, 
made and presented a stupendous three-foot cake. It was built 
to represent the Centre's events throughout the year. 

Incidentally, the New South Wales Centre is one of those which 
run a competition throughout the year for the member who wins the 
greatest number of events on a points basis. This is for the Barnard 
Trophy, a chromium model of an M.G. mounted on polished wood 
and ringed with medallions for the names of the annual winners. 
Each winner receives a small replica of the trophy for keeps. . 

As we seem to be wandering round the world, we'll look in at 
Cape Town, and note that during Easter a number of members are 
arranging to get together with fellow members from the embryo 
Port Elizabeth Centre. They have picked on a spot called Knysna 
(if you've got a cold it must be quite easy to ask your way there), 
which is located about half-way between the two Centres. An 
excellent idea which I am sure will provide not only pleasure but a 
useful exchange of ideas. This week-end will be a busy one in that 
area as there are circuit races both jn Cape Town and at 
Pietermaritzburg. In fact, racing seems to be very much in the 
blood down Cape Town way. Another national event has just 
taken place over a sixty-mile course. Four M.G.s were running, 
but u'nfortunately it wasn't their day. 

Sheer Consistency 
Our next stopping-off point would seem to be the Eastern United 

) States Centre for the Snowbird Rally and Treasure Hunt. Among 
other things, this will make a suitable farewell to winter, as it took 
place at a time which still called for coffee stops, checking up anti
freeze, etc. Anyhow, the basic idea of the Rally part was to find the 
shortest way between four known controls and, passing through 
various secret checks, to observe all speed limits and kindred hazards 
while mairitaining an overall average of 27 m.p.h. David Michael 
and Judy Ross started off in terrific form and were the only people 
to survive the first stretch without loss. This seems to have been 
too much for them, as they dropped three at the next check and 
scored a " maximum" error, penalty 25, at the third. 

For sheer consistency none could equal the husband-and-wife 
team of Grant and Jean Tolley with an overall penalty of only 8·7. 
Other notable scores were John and Pat Andrews at 1O'2-this 
family navigation busiqess seems to have its advantages. For the 
mere men Daniel Rubm and Art Green scored 11·9. Then came 
the Treasure Hunt part of the event, which for all I know may have 
been a Schnitzelsuche~r did we decide that was a paper-chase? 
Anyhow, there were three lists of articles to choose from, each list 
being valued in points according to difficulty. Competitors were 
allowed exactly three hours for the job, with a mark per minute 
penalty thereafter and a penalty of one point for every five miles 
covered during the search. 

The articles to be sought were nicely graded from a gardenia to a 
petrified branch three feet long and a sheet of music dating pre-1930. 
James Scannell and By Wood managed to collect no less than 101 
points, thereby pulling themselves up frOID a penalty of 21·2 on the 
road section to a final score of 79·8. The Tolleys were still batting 
strongly, but could only manage 82 treasure points for a final score 
of 73,3, while Wilson Dean and Carlton Young collected 92 for a 
total score of 71·7. All lots of good, clean fun, and with two 
exceptions the entire entry was M.G.-mounted. 

Before leaving America we must report the foundation of a new 
Centre in Denver, Colorado, after a meeting at the home of Mrs. 
Doreen Phipps, formerly Miss Doreen Evans and a member of a 

J . L. Shaw (M.G. l! litre) at Goodwood in the R.A.C. Rally Test. 

notable M.G. Club family here in England. Denver already has a 
flourishing Sports Car Club counting many M.G. owners among its 
members. The present development, far from interfering or clash
ing, should provide more fun for everyone. 

We'll start with the news from Home Centres with a little piece 
to put alongside the Snowbird Rally. Devon and Cornwall's 
Widecombe Fairies left the Elfordleigh Hotel on a recent Saturday 
night to navigate themselves around nine check points with a loss 
of one mark per minute for lateness at anyone of them. Finding 
the check point, however, was only part of the fun. It was still 
necessary to locate the marshal in charge, in each case a member well 
known to all but heavily disguised. 

The first control was Plympton Station, where the body turned out 
to be an extra porter "for one night only". 'No. 2 was a hard
working farmer doing a bit of night ploughing. At No. 3 com
petitors got mixed up with the National Fire Service. The marshal, 
of course, was the man at the business end of the hose-pipe ! 

Then, of course, there was the old man anxiously trying to make 
a phone call from a public box. The password with which the 
potential marshals had to be greeted was, "I've come to Charlie's' 
supper " , so quite a few interesting situations arose during the 
interrogation! What with one thing and another, the winners must 
be pretty cool-headed citizens, so we greet especially John Pascoe, 
John Carleton-Stiff, John Luxton and L. Brickwood. 

The North-Eastern Centre report rather a distressing tendency 
among certain members to try to motor upside-down. So far the 
experience has been without- untoward results, but it is felt that the 
practice might well be discontinued. On the other hand, their 
drivers showed up well in the Bolton-Ie-Moors Club's test event, 
which has now become a classic of its kind, with an entry of 150 
(and as many turned away), including all the famous names. 

K. Lee (" TD ") finished third in general classification, winning 
the 1500 c.c. class, with V. Lewis (" TD ") second and R. L. Healey 
(" TD") third. A. Stross (" TD ") also ' distinguished himself by 
being a member of the winning team. Evidently they produce all 
kinds of driver up in the north-east, but with the better kind in 
a strong majority. In mid-April the North-Easterners have a 
Navigation Event to take the place of intended Driving Tests as they 
can't get the use of their habitual aerodrome. At the same time they 
will also be winding up the social season with their Annual Ball at 
Monk Fryston. 

The Scottish Centre's Spring Rally in the Fife area went off well, 
with an entry of twenty-three, which is above average in those parts. 
Ninian Paterson (" TD") struck good form and won the main 
trophy, while J. Glass collected the saloon class. There was a cheer
ful gathering afterwards at Aberdower, while sixty crew members 
and helpers got together to improve the shining hour or two. 

rcontinued on page 47) 
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